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EPISODE 200

Episode 200: Mamie’s Favorite Takeaways from 200 Episodes
www.themodernmanager.com/podcast-200

Mamie’s Favorite Takeaways from 200
Episodes
In episode 200, I share 6 of my favorite “lessons
learned” from the past four years of hosting The
Modern Manager podcast. While each guest has
offered insights and wisdom from their years of
experience, these six nuggets in particular have
stuck with me.
 
This episode guide includes support to implement
one of 6 next steps. The full guide includes
questions for reflection and suggested approaches
for taking action on each of the 6 learning’s next
steps. It also includes a bonus activity to help you
make the most of The Modern Manager podcast.

"When we relisten to an episode,

we hear different things because

we've changed. Our team

members have changed. And

what stands out for us now may

be different than what we took

away from it the first time."
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Episode 53: Moving Beyond Modern Management with Aaron Dignan

Next Step: Take 30 minutes with your team to explore if there is something that is currently
functioning like a stoplight that could be replaced with a roundabout. What would it take to do
that? What is stopping you?
 
Try This:
Use the meeting agenda below as a starting point to hold a meeting with your team members.
Adjust the meeting length, activities, etc to meet your needs.

ACTION 2: TURN STOP LIGHTS INTO ROUND-ABOUTS.

Desired Outcome: A list of potential processes or responsibilities to further explore
revamping.

Time

5 min

Leader NOtes

5 min

Activity

Introduce and align on
the concept of a
stoplight vs
roundabout.

Set the stage

5 min Brainstorm processes
or responsibilities that
feel more like
stoplights but could
potentially shift to
roundabouts.

Play the clip: Episode 53: Moving Beyond Modern
Management with Aaron Dignan. Approximately
11:02 - 14:14. Ensure people are aligned by asking
for questions for clarification.

10 min Organize the
brainstorm)

5 min Wrap up

Say a few words about why you want to explore
revamping your team processes or
responsibilities. Share the desired outcome so
everyone is clear on the reason for meeting.

Make a plan for how you will move forward with
the brainstormed list.

Using whatever method you prefer, organize the
collective brainstorm. Are there themes that stand
out? Are there a few clear ‘winners’ that the group
is aligned on?

Using whatever brainstorm method or tools you
prefer, give people time to reflect on their processes
and responsibilities and identify potential
opportunities for improvement.

Focus on areas where they feel there is too much
bureaucracy, control, slowness, etc.


